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Youth Soccer Coach
Without coaches and volunteers there would be no soccer. The role of a coach
within children’s soccer is crucial as this is the stage where most players will
learn to fall in love with the game and where most will establish the basis of
their soccer habits. Knowledge of children and how to teach is more
important than your knowledge of the game.
Your role as a coach is to…
 Provide fun and enjoyable activities relevant to the ages of players
 Provide well organized and planned practices and games
 Communicate appropriately with children
 Encourage children to have the freedom to express themselves
 Be a good role model
 Teach basic ethics of fair play
and sportsmanship
…so that players will…
 Fall in love with the game
 Have basic movement skills
 Be comfortable with the ball
 Be more confident and try new challenges
 Understand and demonstrate good sportsmanship
The Basics
 Have a practice plan prepared before you arrive to the field, K.I.S.S
(keep it simple stupid)
 Arrive early to practice and be ready
 Have plenty of balls, scrimmage vests, and cones for your session
(buy some cheap pop up goals if needed… every child enjoys
shooting in a net)
 Start and finish every practice with a scrimmage
 Having candy, prizes, juice box etc. for the end of practice is always a
win for young kids
 Be sure to plan fun factors into your practice sessions

 Be sure to have a team meeting with the parents and let them know
you want them to cheer and encourage as much as they can. But, it’s
important that kids only get
instructions and coaching from
you at practice and on game day.
Explain how confusing it can be
for the kids
Caution
 Don’t over coach keep it simple,
stick to your topic! If you are
working on shooting then the whole night should focus on shooting.
 Avoid practice sessions that are too advanced for your age group
(heading, aerial kicks, advanced passing, etc.)
 Avoid the “3 L’s”
-Laps: a fun-killer
-Lines: boring; kids become disengaged/disinterested; minimal
touches on the ball (suggest 2-4 max in a line, with a fast-moving
exercise)
-Lectures: boring; short attention span; get the kids moving/playing
within 30 seconds
 Be careful when using parents, asst. coaches, and youth in your
practices… over communicate to them that they need to play at your
team’s level (easy passes, soft shooting, and no tackling)

Coaching Clinic – Format and Content
Tough love – Coaches are shown HOW NOT to start practice:
1. Laps around the field, barking orders!
2. Lines of players waiting to take their turn!
3. Lecture of what the session will look like (in great detail!)
Real love – Coaches are shown HOW TO start practice:
1. Scrimmage!
Set up consists of 4 squares, with each square containing 12 coaches with
a ball per coach and focus on ball familiarity exercises
1. Dribble ball randomly around the area
2. Dribble using right foot then left foot
3. Dribble by using 2 touches on right foot
followed by 2 touches on left foot
4. Dribble at 3 speeds (level 1 = grandma speed;
level 2 = parent speed; level 3 = kids speed!)
5. On whistle, stop ball with foot
6. On whistle, stop ball with knee
7. On whistle, “dance” on top of ball for 4 touches
(toe taps)
8. On whistle, pass ball between feet 4 times (ring
the bell)
Set up consists of 4 squares, with each square containing 12 coaches with
a ball per coach and focus on awareness exercises
1. Dribble. On whistle, throw ball in air and control before ball hits then
ground. Continue dribbling
2. On whistle, throw ball in air and control a different ball to your own
3. On whistle, throw ball as high as possible and receive own (or
different) ball
4. On whistle, players dribble into diagonally opposite grids (avoiding
collisions!)

Using one box/group, demonstrate the following skills as other coaches
observe:
1. Dribbling
2. Turning
3. Passing and control
4. Shooting
Using one box/group, demonstrate the
following fun games as other coaches
observe:
1. Follow the leader
2. Bump the ball
3. Pull the pinny
4. What time is it Mr. Wolf?
5. Corner point (eyes closed, coach points to a corner as players dribble)
6. Steal the bacon
Using volunteer coaches, demonstrate several principles of the game, and
address the issue of “positions” and “bunching”:
1. Each team attacks and defends 2 goals, spread 2030 yards apart. Place a goalkeeper inside each
goal
2. Each team attacks and defends 2 goals. Only 1
goalkeeper per team who defends both goals
3. Each team attacks and defends 2 goals plus a
central “gate” (2 tall cones.) Use 1, 2 or 3
goalkeepers. Goals scored in the middle “gate”
count as 3 points. First team to 4 points wins
4. As above, except play with 2 soccer balls on the field at the same time
5. Using 1 soccer ball, a goal only counts if all attacking players are in the
opposition’s half
6. Using 1 soccer ball, a goal counts double if opposition doesn’t have
ALL its players inside the same quadrant in which the goal is scored
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Have a great season!
Psalm 115:1

